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Abstract

This review article takes Peter Albin’s book Barriers and Bounds of Rationality : Essays on
Economic Complexity and Dynamics in Interacti6e Systems as the starting point of a general
assessment of complexity analysis from the point of view of the scope and limits of human
rationality. In particular, this article examines the constraints upon human rationality. In
particular, this article examines the constraints upon human rationality deriving from
Gödel’s theorem, computational complexity, chaotic behavior and interconnections among
system components. Gödel’s theorem is especially relevant in cases of self-reference (as in
game-like situations); computational complexity makes search for optimal solutions often to
exceed the capacity of the existing computers even in the case of relatively ‘simple’ problems;
chaotic behavior makes long-term prediction impossible; cellular automa suggest that
entirely different outcomes may result from small differences in patterns of interdependence.
Special attention is devoted to the use of cellular automa in identifying the nature of
non-linearities compatible with aggregation; in assessing the role of a central actor in a in a
decentralized market economy; in discovering ‘simple-minded principles’ by which market
equilibria can be brought about. In conclusion, the article suggests that a new theoretical
paradigm is emerging, in which the search for invariant laws would be substituted by
attention for historical conditions and localized patterns of interaction. © 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Barriers and Bounds to Rationality is an important, fascinating and challenging
exploration of what the author and editor (as well as the reviewer) perceive to be
urgent needs for a basic redirection of neoclassical economic theory. Developments
in our understanding of the behavior of complex dynamic systems have dissolved
neoclassicism’s very foundations: its definitions of human rationality. However, in
speaking of death the book also speaks of resurrection, a resurrection that takes
into account the limits that are imposed upon human rationality by system
complexity. The new foundations and their implications are presented and exem-
plified with the help of the mathematics of chaos and by computer simulations
using cellular automata. Economists may agree or disagree with the author’s
conclusions (and I will provide examples of both my own agreements and disagree-
ments), but they have no legitimate excuse for ignoring this deep and rigorous
analysis of basic issues in contemporary economics.

The book brings together six of the author’s journal articles, which report a
20-year odyssey in search of tools effective for characterizing complexity and
modeling complex information systems — addressing economic systems as the key
example. However, the whole is more than the sum of these six parts, for it includes
also a 19-page preface presenting the underlying conceptual and methodological
considerations that guided the author’s search, and a valuable first chapter, by
Duncan Foley (who also co-authored Ch. 5), that provides an extensive and useful
introduction to the others.

2. The crisis in neoclassical theory

Today, it is widely recognized that economics is in deep trouble: trouble that
began with the attempts to make rigorous the basic theory of competitive equi-
librium, and to extend formal economic theory so as to encompass dynamic
decision making under uncertainty. Each advance required new formalisms and
introduced new complexities in the definition of rationality; and these extensions
have ultimately debilitated the simpler theory’s ability to make univocal predictions
about economic phenomena, and have raised serious questions about the empirical
validity of the predictions it does make (Arrow, 1987).

The apotheosis of neoclassical economics is marked by:
(i). the Arrow–Debreu–Hurwicz formalization of the static equilibrium theory,

which removed the vagueness of Walras’s tatonnement by axiomatizing com
petitive equilibrium and Pareto efficiency at the same time that it side-stepped
the dynamics of the approach to equilibrium;

(ii). the Danzig–Koopmans–Kantorovich activity analysis, which provided an
alternative formulation of optimization for systems with many variables and
constraints, and introduced the powerful tools of linear programming and the
simplex method;
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(iii). the formalization of subjective expected utility (SEU) maximization, Bellman’s
dynamic programming, and optimal dynamic growth models following von
Neumann, which extended the theory of decision making under uncertainty
into the infinite future;

(iv). the von Neumann–Morgenstern theory of games, and Muth’s rational expec
tations, popularized by Lucas and Sargent, which addressed the mutual
outguessing behavior of economic agents having wholly or partially conflict
ing goals.

The seeds for the collapse of this imposing structure were being sowed almost
simultaneously with its perfection: by conceptual difficulties encountered in that same
Theory of Games, by empirical challenges to rational decision making emanating from
the experiments of Tversky and Kahneman, by the empirical research on the
behavioral theory of the firm with its notions of bounded rationality, and by growing
awareness of the immensely complex computations (formidable even for supercom-
puters) required to solve real-world optimization problems.

More recently, developments in logic and mathematics have been seen to create
additional problems for the conceptualization of economic rationality. The new
difficulties are rooted in the Gödel incompleteness theorems of logic, in notions of
computational complexity in computer science, in the mathematics of chaos, and in
theories of cellular automata. These new concerns arising from logic and mathematics,
together with their predecessors from game theory, provide the principal basis for
Albin’s critique of the received theory and his proposals for its reform.

The nearly concurrent apotheosis and collapse of neoclassical economics reminds
one of the similar fate of classical physics a century ago when it was confronted with
special relativity and quantum mechanics and all that followed from them. Classical
physics did not, of course, disappear, for it still provides a suitable approximation
to reality in many realms of engineering (but not in electronics or physical chemistry,
where the quantum reigns, or in space rocketry, which needs the corrections of
relativity).

Similarly, in assessing the crisis in economics we must consider not only the
deficiencies of the neoclassical theory but also the domains in which it may continue
to provide an adequate approximation to reality, at least for policy purposes if not
for explanation of underlying mechanisms. However, the growing edge of a science
does not lie in the domain of problems it has solved, but around those that remain
unsolved. Albin’s book is not a recital of the achievements of economics but an agenda
of work to be done, with proposals and samples showing how to proceed.

3. The new complexities in economics

As suggested by his title and subtitle, Albin finds complexity to be the key
characteristic of social and economic systems that defeats the rationality of maxi-
mizing SEU. Much of his effort is devoted to characterizing that complexity
formally and measuring it objectively. The demands of classically defined rational-
ity, according to Albin, simply go far beyond the capabilities of human actors to
deal with the world’s complexities. These are the ‘barriers and bounds to
rationality.’
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However, Albin’s critique is somewhat distinct from and complementary to the
critique of Tversky and Kahneman, and of the Carnegie revisionists of the theory
of the firm, Albin’s being based primarily on logical, the others’ primarily on
empirical considerations. The latter groups of critics demonstrated by experiments
and field observations that economic decision makers frequently behave contrarily
to the predictions of classical theory; they turned to existing psychological research
and theory to show that the human brain is not capable of the higher levels of
rationality called for by SEU maximization when confronting the actual complexity
of the real world. They then explored both empirically and by computer simulation
the procedures (especially, recognition and heuristic search) that human beings
actually use to reach decisions in the situations (most real-world situations) where
optimization is not achievable.

While Albin makes some reference to psychological findings, especially from
experiments with the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, his chief argument is a logical and
mathematical one: that human computation, being at most as powerful as a Turing
machine, falls short, a priori, of the demands of classical theory. The argument has
a number of distinct components deriving from Gödel’s theorem in modern logic,
from computational complexity theory developed in computer science, and from
the theory of cellular automata. It is wholly consistent with our empirical knowl-
edge of human behavior, and with most of the other formal characterizations of
limits of rationality, and may be viewed as an exploration to see how far we can go
in anticipating the empirical phenomena by deducing them from formal character-
istics of complex systems. Moreover, in other work published by Albin and
Weinberg (1983), Albin et al. (1984), Albin reports empirical studies of behavior in
factories to support his models.

3.1. Gödel’s theorem

According to Albin (Ch. 2), Gödel’s theorem defeats rationality because it shows
that logical systems that are rich enough to permit self reference are incomplete, in
the sense of not providing answers to all of the questions that they can pose. By
Gödel’s theorem, in any sufficiently rich logic some stateable theorems (and indeed,
some true theorems) can neither be proved true or false. Moreover, in such logics,
no general procedure can be devised that will decide whether any particular
question that is presented is decidable.

One may object that there is no need to be concerned about these limitations of
reasoning unless it can be shown that important economic issues belong to the class
of undecidable problems. It is well known, however, that undecidability is often
associated with self reference (e.g. the Liar Paradox), which is essentially involved
in agents’ attempted outguessing of other agents’ decisions, a phenomenon that
arises immediately when one attempts to extend rationality to game-like situations.
The difficulties that have been associated with defining rationality for non-zero sum
games and games with more than two players are not unrelated to the incomplete-
ness of logics demonstrated by the Gödel theorem.
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3.2. Computational complexity

The theory of computational complexity developed in computer science pro-
vides a taxonomy of problem complexity, showing, for example, that for many
classes of problems, the most efficient conceivable algorithm will, in the worst
case, require at least exponentially increasing computation with increase in num-
ber of problem variables. Again, the relevance of these results for economics
may be questioned. The theorems are generally worst-case results (it being usu-
ally much easier to prove such results for extreme cases than to characterize the
average level of computational complexity or the distribution of complexity over
a population of problems). If high levels of complexity occur infrequently, they
may be of little practical importance.

Here I believe that Albin makes on logical grounds a much weaker case for
the barriers to rationality presented by computational complexity than can be
made on empirical grounds. The problem in the real world is not that problems
may grow indefinitely in complexity with increase in size. I think we might all be
persuaded that in almost any problem domain of interest, if the number of
variables increased without limit, so would the burden of computation to find
optimal problem solutions. The practical question, which must be settled empiri-
cally, not logically, is whether that burden would become unacceptable for prob-
lems of the sizes actually encountered in practice. If such limits were often
reached and exceeded, then decision makers would have to settle for something
less than optimality, and might be better off seeking ‘good enough’ solutions
that could be obtained quickly and cheaply, abandoning all ideas of optimiza-
tion.

In most domains of practical interest to economics, a large fraction of the
problems we solve daily, and usually the most important of these, fall outside
the range of computationally feasible optimization. Even when we use optimiza-
tion techniques, whether SEU maximization or linear programming, we first
drastically simplify the actual problem with the hope that an optimal solution of
the approximate problem will be a reasonably good solution of the real-world
problem: optimization then becomes one means for satisficing.

A familiar example of a ‘simple’ problem that far exceeds the capacity of
existing computers (much less people without computers) for optimal solution is
the problem of scheduling a university’s classes, assigning professors, students,
classrooms, and times to maximize a realistic objective function. Methods of
approximate solution, requiring only reasonable amounts of computing, are of
course known. For this reason, Albin’s anti-optimization argument, based largely
on worst-case theorems, makes a far weaker case than can be made against
optimization and for approximation and satisficing as a practical decision proce-
dure. The practical empirical limits to computation typically come into play long
before the logical and mathematical limits do.
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3.3. Chaos

The theory of dynamic systems provides another taxonomy of complexity, for only
the simplest dynamic systems are guaranteed to lead to static equilibria or stable limit
cycles. For important ranges of their parameters, the behavior over time of most
non-linear systems is chaotic. Chaotic behavior is sensitive to small changes in initial
conditions which cause neighboring paths to diverge with the passage of time, making
long-term prediction impossible. In the long run, a chaotic system moves into, and
remains in, a region of state space known as a ‘strange attractor’ on a path that,
though in principle determinate, resembles a random walk, repeatedly visiting each
point in the attractor.

Chaos has been known to natural scientists for a long time: turbulence in fluids
when they exceed specific velocities being an important example. Although Poincaré
studied the phenomenon nearly a century ago, very little was known about the
mathematics of chaos until its study was revived about two decades ago with the aid
of computers. The number of probable or empirically verified domains of chaotic
behavior of dynamic systems has been growing steadily since that time, so that chaos
is an important topic of study today in meteorology, ecology, control theory, and
even medicine.

Albin provides a brief introduction to the mathematics of chaos in Ch. 3 (and Foley
a slightly more extensive one in Ch. 1). More important, they also introduce a number
of examples to illustrate how chaos can enter quite plausibly into the dynamic systems
of economics. For someone lacking familiarity with the literature on chaos, the
introductions in Chs. 1 and 3 are too brief to be digested easily. Gleick (1987) has
written a popular book-length non-mathematical account of the history and recent
rediscovery of the subject, but for the mathematics and examples of a wide variety
of applications, I have found most useful Uni6ersality in Chaos (1984), a broad
collection of some forty classical papers, most of them published in the 1980s, and
edited, with an excellent introduction, by Predrag Cvitanovic (Cvitanovic, 1984).
However, with even a modest introduction to the mathematics of chaos, readers can
feel and assess the force of its economic applications, and their implications for the
possibilities and limits of economic forecasting.

3.4. Cellular automata

Chaos theory was developed in the context of the mathematics of differential
equations, complexity theory in the context of the mathematics of computer
programs, which, formally, are systems of difference equations, but generalized
beyond the mathematics of numbers to all kinds of symbolic structures. Recently,
specialists in the behavior of complex systems have devoted a great deal of attention
to a particular family of computer programs called cellular automata, known to many
computer buffs as the basis for the game of Artificial Life, and capable of
demonstrating self-reproducing and evolving symbol structures. Cellular automata
are dynamic networks in which the behavior of each element depends, in the short
run, on the behavior of its close neighbors, and therefore, in the long run, on the
behavior of the entire system.
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Cellular automata often exhibit chaotic behavior, and Albin has pioneered in
using this formalism to model economic behavior. Much of his theoretical discus-
sion and economic examples of chaotic behavior make use of cellular automata. In
examining them, it will be useful to remember that, as formal objects, they are
simply systems of symbolic difference equations.

4. Applications to economic situations

Perhaps the most interesting, and most significant portions of the book are those
that provide examples of decision situations and formalizations of these situations
where the problems of complexity bulk large — even situations that, on the
surface, look rather simple. Intolerable computational complexity and chaos lurk
almost everywhere in a complex real world where, depending on very small
differences in initial conditions or in interconnections among system components,
one or another of very different futures will occur.

4.1. Chaos in macromodels

In Ch. 3, Albin first illustrates chaotic behavior (as well as other kinds) that
originate in simple aggregative economic models of the kind first proposed by Day
(1982). The models are very simple difference equations; the chaos arises from
nonlinear terms that can be given a variety of economic interpretations: for
example, factors that cause productivity to fall at high capital/labor ratios, or
variation of savings rates as a function of the same ratio. In the latter half of the
chapter, cellular automata with near-neighbor connections are shown to have
similar propensities for chaos.

Albin then uses the automata to show how the possibility of aggregating —
predicting the behavior of a macrosystem while avoiding the complications of
modeling the component units in detail — depends on the nature of the non-linear-
ities introduced by the connections within and between the units. However tentative
and fragmentary the findings from this specific foray, it proposes an interesting and
potentially valuable approach to the aggregation problem for nonlinear systems, the
current formal theories of aggregation being almost wholly limited to linear sets of
equations (Simon and Ando, 1961; Sethi and Zhang, 1998).

An important theme, which emerges in Ch. 3 and is developed throughout the
remainder of the volume, is that the cellular automata reveal systems effects, of
varying amounts and kinds, deriving from the search for information. The behavior
of each unit in the automaton at time (t+1) depends on the state of each of its
connected neighbors at time t ; we can view the equations of the system as equations
of information flow, and thereby as reflecting the economics of information, the
limited connectedness of the units describing one kind of bounded rationality.
Thus, the automata model examines, albeit rather abstractly, matters of importance
for an understanding of markets and organizations and the relation between them.
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4.2. Effects of policy inter6ention

Again, using cellular automata as a model of business firm investments, Albin
shows in Ch. 4 that the introduction of a central monetary authority into a
decentralized market system can bring about a whole gamut of qualitatively diverse
behaviors, depending only on the exact policy of the central actor — behaviors as
distant as one could imagine from those predicted by rational expectations theory.
‘‘We see… instances in which the monetary intervention leads… from limit cycles to
chaos,… and… from chaos to limit cycles,’’ [which also suggests] ‘‘that intervention
can also lead to… shortening or lengthening of cycle periods, or more or less
chaotic behavior.’’

These suggestive findings from the automata model mirror developments of the
past decade in engineering control theory which have shown that, by appropriate
feedback control, a chaotic system can often be restrained within a small local
neighborhood of its strange attractor, thereby obtaining stability within chaos. I did
not find references to these latter developments in Albin’s volume, but they should
be of major interest to economists debating the implications of rational expecta-
tions and game theory for the possibilities of using public policy to stabilize an
economy (Kittel et al., 1995).

4.3. Simulations of markets and games by automata

Similar sensitivity to details of communication among actors is shown in Ch. 5
which describes simulations by automata of boundedly rational agents in market
transactions, where advertising costs and the sizes of neighborhoods both vary. The
simulations show, as do simulations of markets by other researchers (Gode and
Sunder, 1993), that agents operating on simple-minded principles with very little
information can bring about equilibrium in markets. One could conclude from this
that, for purposes of explaining the behavior of real markets, economics can
dispense with the unrealistic SEU assumptions.

The same lesson is taught again in Ch. 6 through the use of cellular automata to
simulate play of a multiperson Prisoner’s Dilemma as a repeated N-person game.
The use of the cellular automata model makes it easy, by virtue of the neighbor-
hood structure of the network of players, to control the amount of complexity each
player can exhibit in its strategies.

The key result of the chapter is an exclusion theorem which shows that…
games… can be partitioned into four distinct classes… rules in three of the classes
cannot support an equilibrium other than uniform defection. Rules in the fourth
class may support such equilibria and also turn out to be relatively rare. (p. 182)

It turns out that the ‘tit-for-tat’ strategy, which has shown itself to be such a
frequent winner in contests among strategies for the two-person Prisoner’s
Dilemma is not an equilibrium solution for the game described here. The strategy1

1 It is called LIFE, and does have some basic properties of reciprocation in common with tit-for-tat.
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that produces the best payoffs in the multi-player Prisoner’s Dilemma is reminiscent
of the feedback control that stabilizes chaos, mentioned earlier. Each player, by its
responses, ‘disciplines’ the surrounding players, so that areas of stable favorable
behavior develop.

5. Methodological implications: complexity measures

The lesson that the author draws from these examples is that the scenarios that
lie beyond the range of the calculable are so numerous that economics should scale
down its aspirations; it should not aspire to predict the unpredictable, but should
focus on determining the range of possible paths of a complex system, the factors
on which they depend, what they hold in common, and the sorts of strategies that
might maintain the system in the neighborhood of a favorable state. As one step
toward these goals, Ch. 7 explores ways of measuring quantitatively the complexity
of social systems that, like cellular automata, are described by graph structures:
communication linkages among the members.

Frankly, I could not work up the same enthusiasm for this exercise in opera-
tionalizing complexity measurement as I did for the rest of the book. Although
Albin demonstrates that appropriate qualitative taxonomies of complex systems
(like distinguishing among those with stable equilibria, limit cycles, and strange
attractors) have real payoffs, focusing on numerical measures of complexity does
not seem to me to get at any of the fundamental problems under discussion here,
nor has such index construction played any significant role in the simulation of
human cognitive processes and the testing of theories of bounded rationality.

6. Invariant laws in economics: economics as history

The message that one takes away from the book can be a rather pessimistic one.
There is not a unique valid model of human behavior, but a whole range of models,
whose applicability may depend on the availability and cost of information, the
intelligence, education, and patience of human actors, and goodness knows what
other factors. Once one introduces into the SEU maximization Eden the snake of
boundedness, it becomes difficult to find a univocal meaning of rationality, hence a
unique theory of how people will, or should, decide. Economics, and the social
sciences generally, will never have the certainty of natural science.

However, perhaps the dark tones of this message can be brightened by looking at
the other line of criticism of neoclassical theory, the more empirical one, which
finds limits to human rationality that come into play long before Gödel uncertainty,
exponential explosion, or chaotic uncertainty appear. Perhaps the simplicity we
should look for, in place of unattainable classical rationality, will come as we study
empirically and concretely (not just through the fuzzy lenses of regression equa-
tions, and not exclusively with models whose underlying assumptions are formed
more or less a priori) how human beings actually adapt to the very severe
limitations on their computational powers.
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In this way we may hope to deliver ourselves from the task of examining ‘all
possible models,’ whatever that might mean, and to identify a small number of
those models that seem to reflect the main features actually observed in human
behavior in markets or organizations. Then, we can relate this behavior to what we
already know, and what we are learning by laboratory experimentation and
computer simulation, about the psychological mechanisms that support it.

It may be objected that such a theory will be much more complex, and certainly
much less likely to offer solutions in closed form than the simple theories of the
past. That is undoubtedly true, but it is equally true of biology, whose modern
genetic theories are incorporated in fantastically complex descriptions of the
interactions of molecules. Such complexity does not imply that either biology or
economics should ignore the facts and go back to phantasmagoria that lack
substance. It does imply that we need extensive and continuing detailed empirical
facts of the matter so that we can focus our modeling on real and not hypothetical
systems, in order to gain an understanding of their mechanisms.

Even when we attain a tolerable level of realism, economics will not have the
(relative) invariance of some other sciences. As human beings are adaptive organ-
isms and social organisms that can preserve bodies of learning (points that Albin
emphasizes), studying their behavior will not return us to permanently invariant
laws, for human learning and social influence will continue to change people’s ways
of making rational decisions. Post-calculus decisions or post-computer decisions are
not the same as decisions made without those tools. Likewise, perhaps the decisions
of people who have studied economic theory or game theory are not the same as
those of people who are innocent of those ideas (business schools would like to
think that they are not!). Even if this is true, the empirical study of decision making
will allow us to treat economics as a science: a historical science, like geology,
evolutionary biology, and even astronomy. We should not find this an unattractive
prospect.

More than 20 years ago, I published (Simon, 1978) a review of the predecessor
(Albin, 1975) to the book I am reviewing here. In that earlier work, the author laid
out his future research agenda2. In the closing paragraph of my review, I summed
up by saying:

Professor Albin has made his case for cellular automata with enthusiasm and
clarity. Without curbing that enthusiasm, he has been careful to distinguish
realized results from hoped-for prospects. But to his claim that the theory of
cellular automata holds great promise as a tool of economic analysis, this jury,
finding the evidence quite inadequate, can only return a Scottish verdict of ‘not
proven’.

The same jury, having now been reconvened to reconsider its verdict in the light
of new evidence, finds that Professor Albin’s case is established beyond reasonable

2 My memory did not deliver up this fact until my assistant, Janet Hilf, called it to my attention after
I had completed the penultimate draft of the present review.
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doubt. We need not claim that automata are the only tool, nor has he made that
claim. Simulations of systems of difference equations, of which cellular automata
represent one type, have played, and continue to play, a major role in the cognitive
revolution that has transformed psychology and its neighboring sciences. We need
to become familiar with a wide range of these systems if we are to move forward
at a good pace to solve the hard intellectual problems that economics presents to
us.

A valuable companion to the book I have been reviewing would be another
based upon, expanding on and interpreting the short published reports of the
empirical studies in business firms, cited earlier, that Professor Albin and his
colleagues carried out some years ago (Albin and Weinberg, 1983; Albin et al.,
1984) and which he mentions as one source of inspiration for the theories in this
book. However, while waiting for this second (or should I say ‘third’?) book to
appear, readers of the present one will have plenty of new and important ideas to
mull over.
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